
Oh, the cross, the cross, the old rugged cross. Christians of course see the cross for
what it is, the cruelest means by which Roman soldiers tortured and killed Christ on
the order of their governor at the behest of the religious leaders and whipped-up
crowd. Yet to see the cross solely as related to an event, an incident, even if an incident
representing the hinge of history, is to miss something of the profundity the cross
pours out for us. The cross was of course an instrument of torture and execution. We
cannot miss that Christ gave his absolute all for us, right down to the awful pain and
humiliation. But the cross also bears witness to humankind’s breadth in conditional
possibilities and height in hierarchical states of being. In plain language, the cross
shows us all of who we could be today and all of who we could be when at our very
best tomorrow.

One need do no more than look at the cross’s shape,
horizontal as far as the arms can stretch and vertical as far
as the head can reach from the feet. Yes, the cross’s
horizontal stretch shows us the broadest reach, the greatest
possibilities, of who we might be in today’s moment.
That’s what Christ showed us horizontally on the cross,
reaching his arms as wide as they could possibly go to
reveal his full heart in that ultimate moment, while
wrapping those loving arms around every human
possibility. Christ took in and offered all circumstantial
possibilities. Yet the cross’s vertical reach shows us the
greatest height humankind can go from feet planted in the
earth to a head raised up to the divine. That’s what Christ
showed us vertically on the cross, pulling his feet up from

the tomb while his head brought down heaven, humanity and divinity meeting once
again right in his heart.

Don’t see the cross solely as an instrument of death. Also see the cross as Christ’s
instrument of amplification into possibility and exaltation into divinity. The cross tells
us who we are, God’s image, uniting heaven and earth in every possible circumstance.


